Current documents as of: **August 2022**

The items below are the current editions of BHPA "versioned" training documents, available from the BHPA office to schools, clubs and registered licensed members. The date in the box above will be adjusted when an amendment to one or more of the items is published.

**NB:** Technical Manual amendment notifications appear in Skywings (Safety Matters page), and are not recorded on this sheet.

A thick black bar printed to the left of the item (as shown here) will be used to identify the item that has been amended.

**Student Training Record Books:**

- Hang Gliding (Hill and Tow)  
  Edition 5 – May 2017
- Paragliding (Hill)  
  Edition 7 – January 2015
- Paragliding (Tow)  
  Edition 5 – January 2015
- Paragliding (Power)  
  Edition 5 – July 2019
- Parascending (Squares)  
  Edition 1 – July 2002
- Parascending (Rounds)  
  Edition 1 – September 2002
- Pilot Task Book  
  Edition 4 – November 2014
- Speed Flying*  
  Draft 4.0 - July 2018

**Conversion Record Pack**

- Hang Gliding (Power)  
  April 2012

**Notes for Instructors:**

- PG (Hill) NOTES FOR INSTRUCTORS  
  Edition 2 - April 2002
- PG (Power) NOTES FOR INSTRUCTORS  
  Edition 1 - July 2008
- PA (Round) NOTES FOR INSTRUCTORS  
  Edition 1 - September 2002
- PA (Square) NOTES FOR INSTRUCTORS  
  Edition 1 - September 2002
- HG (Hill and Tow) NOTES FOR INSTRUCTORS  
  Edition 2 - April 2002
- HG (Aerotow) NOTES FOR INSTRUCTORS  
  Edition 1 - January 2013
Pilot Rating Scheme Examinations:

Advanced Pilot Examination \hspace{2cm} AP 03/14
Pilot Examination \hspace{2cm} P 04/12
Pilot (Power) Examination \hspace{2cm} SPHG 03/2022
Speed Flying Examination* \hspace{2cm} SF CP 10/2018
Parascending Club Pilot Examination \hspace{2cm} PACP - 2005 Revision 1
Paragliding Elementary Pilot Examination \hspace{2cm} PG EP - 2012
Paragliding Club Pilot Examination \hspace{2cm} PGCP – 06/2015
Hang Gliding Elementary Pilot Examination \hspace{2cm} HG EP – 2012
Hang Gliding Club Pilot Examination \hspace{2cm} HGCP – 2012
PG Hill Environment Examination \hspace{2cm} PG(H) Env – 2015
PG Tow Environment Examination \hspace{2cm} PG(T) Env – 2013
Power Environment Examination \hspace{2cm} PEnv – 2013
HG Hill Environment Examination \hspace{2cm} HG(H) Env – 2013
HG Aerotow Environment Examination \hspace{2cm} HG(AT) Env – 02/2018
HG Tow Environment Examination \hspace{2cm} HG(T) Env – 2013

Pilot Rating Scheme Examinations: Instructions to the Invigilator

Advanced Pilot Exam (Ref. no A56) \hspace{2cm} 09/99
Pilot Exam (Ref. no A56) \hspace{2cm} 05/2012
Pilot Rating (Power) Scheme Examinations \hspace{2cm} 05/2012

* For schools taking part in the Speed Flying CP trial.